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Highlights
•

Old rammed earth walls often need repair of surface and more indeep defects

•

The repair effectiveness of earth-based mortars is tested

•

Binder stabilized earth mortars proved to be inefficient for rammed earth repair with moisture acess

•

Unstabilized mortars based on the same earth used on the wall proved to be the more eco-efficient

Abstract
Repairs in rammed earth walls are often necessary mainly because of degradation occurring during the life time of a building with
continuous environmental exposure. The defects that arise in the walls are generally associated with loss of its thickness, on the
surface or in greater depth. They must be repaired with a mortar technically efficient and compatible with the rammed earth, to
ensure protection and, as possible, long-term durability. The present study describes and discusses the adequacy of earth-based
mortars to repair unstabilized rammed earth walls and the behaviour of the systems rammed walls-earth repair mortars when
subjected to accelerated aging tests by wetting-drying cycles. Even under aggressive capillarity tests, the results observed
corroborate that unstabilized earth repair mortars behave better in comparison to similar mortars with additions of low amounts of
different inorganic binders.
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1. Introduction
In the last decades, mainly for ecological reasons, sustainable building design emerged, recovering and optimizing some vernacular
building techniques. Consequently, there has been an increase interest in earth construction as possible substitutes for cementbased and fired ceramic masonry walls. This was due, in large part, to the environmental advantages of this type of walls. In fact, the
earth used in this type of constructions is often obtained as a waste in construction sites, reducing costs and energy for
transportation and preparation; industrial production is no longer needed. In terms of sustainability, earth, as a construction material,
can be natural, ecological, most probably non-toxic, with low embodied energy, low carbon emissions (due to the built technique),
recyclable (particularly when unstabilized) and reusable [1].
Another important issue when using earth as a building material for walls is the contribution to hygrothermal and acoustic comfort
and for inhabitants’ health in general. In fact, indoors, the relative humidity is balanced by the clayish earth hygroscopicity of the
walls [2-5], acting as a hygroscopic buffer. Furthermore, the high thickness rammed earth walls present high thermal inertia and
good acoustic insulation from outdoor noise.
Even though earth as a construction material presents many ecological advantages and it is widely used in the world, it only became
to be scientifically studied in the last decades. The environmental impacts of earth plasters are significantly lower than the
conventional ones (based on cement and lime) in terms of energy consumption. The preparation of clay and sand requires a

relatively small quantity of energy while the production of cement and lime requires high temperatures for the calcinations and,
therefore, consumption of more energy.
During the life time of a building it suffers diverse natural and accidental actions. The natural actions that cause degradation
in rammed earth walls result mainly by exposure to weathering agents and capillary rise, being water in the liquid state the
main agent of degradation. In a study carried out by Gomes et al. [6] it was verified that anomalies, such as loss of cohesion
and erosion, caused by capillary rise appear on the base of the earth walls. The erosion in these walls can also be a
consequence of the action of water and wind (with particles in suspension), being aggravated by rainfall. The propensity to
erosion will therefore depend on the materials used, their mechanical strength and internal cohesion. It will also depend on
the weathering conditions of each region and the exposure of the façades. However, there are also anomalies at the top of
the walls, due to the occurrence of infiltrations, thanks to poor drainage of water from the roof through direct rain,
deficiencies in coverage, existing cracks or rupture of plumbing. Consequently, repairs in earth walls may be necessary as a
result of problems occurring during their life time, after a continuous environmental exposure (on some occasions when they
are not or are poorly protected, for instance by a render), as well as problems arising due to inappropriate repair techniques
or even to the original building technique [7-15]. Therefore, frequent repair interventions are needed.
Defects due to the original building technique are also reported and frequently are related with the utilization of scaffolds
during construction [8]. Also, defects due to inappropriate repair techniques are currently associated with the replacement of
old renders (and plasters) by new rendering mortars that are not physically (and chemically) compatible with the rammed
earth walls. If the new mortar is much more impermeable to vapour than the rammed earth itself, it will act as a vapour
barrier. Therefore, the water that accesses the wall - generated inside the building by its inhabitants and their activities or
from capillary rise - will migrate through the wall but will not be able to evaporate because of the barrier. Consequently, that
moisture and the salts that have dissolved are transported together and will be kept between the rammed earth exterior
surface and the new rendering layers. When humidity varies up and down the equilibrium phase of each salt, it will go
through successive cycles of dissolution/crystallization, creating tensions in the weaker material (the rammed earth surface)
and resulting in the loss of cohesion of the layer of rammed earth adjacent to the new mortars. After some time the new
renders will no longer have supporting material and will fall in big pieces, leaving in sight the degradation occurred in the
thickness of the wall [16-17]. In extreme cases, all the thickness of a wall may be lost, and its integrity jeopardized.
In some cases, the exterior surface of earth walls was never rendered. In more severe cases it has been rendered but the coating is
already disconnected, endangering the walls´ integrity.
In most of the cases defects on rammed earth exposed surfaces result on generalized loss of thickness and the creation of loopholes
and voids. The majority are located at the top and bottom of the walls, as previously mentioned.The superficial and localized defects
must be filled with a repair mortar appropriate and compatible with the rammed earth to ensure long-term durability to the wall, to
avoid the continuous deterioration and to restore protection. Thus, repair mortars for use in rammed earth walls must have adequate
workability, adhesion to the support, mechanical and physical characteristics similar to the support, to ensure effectiveness as repair
and protective systems. Without jeopardizing the above characteristics, the repair mortars should have low embodied energy and be
as durable as possible, to ensure eco-efficiency. For a proper intervention an optimized combination between repair mortar and
rammed earth is needed.
In general terms it seems that earth mortars should be the most appropriate for the repair of earth walls. Yet, the scientific knowledge
about this type of mortars is relatively scarce, as well as their behaviour when applied directly to a rammed earth wall.
In Europe, the German Standards Institute (DIN) was the first to publish standards for earth mortars in 2013, namely DIN 18946 [18]
for earth masonry mortars and DIN 18947 [19] for earth plasters. DIN 18947 [19] is strongly based on EN 1015 (series 1 to 15) that is
for conventional mortars (mainly cement-based), although with some adaptations because the specificity of the earth materials.
Nevertheless studies of earth mortars only recently started to appear in international scientific journals [1], [14], [20]–[29] which
shows the need for scientific experiments on this type of material.
Some studies have already been conducted on the use of clays as binding material especially in mortars [30]–[38]. In these studies
aspects concerning pozzolanic reactivity, strength development, stabilization of clayish earth with natural polymer and the effect of
fibres are addressed. However, it is considered important to analyse the real behaviour of earth-based mortars when included in wall
systems and the performance when subjected to accelerated aging tests, namely with wetting-drying cycles. The majority of existing
research on earth mortars and earth walls does not consider the interaction of the mortars with the walls, except the study performed
by Harmard et al. [39]. Nevertheless, Silva et al. [40] presents an experimental program, where the study of the mechanical
effectiveness for repairing cracks in rammed earth with grout injection, is developed.
Fibers are another material used in earth mortars; they have a positive effect on the hygrothermal behaviour of earth plasters,
increasing hygroscopicity [24], [41] and their use also reduces thermal conductivity [42]. A study made by Laborel-Préneron et al.
[43] about bioaggregates for construction materials refers that hemp fibers appears to be the most suitable plant aggregate,
comparing to barley straw and corn cob, for use within a hydraulic earth-based matrix due to its lowest hemicellulose content.
However, they do not mention the susceptibility to biological growth.
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The potentially more serious actions that earth-based walls and their repair mortars may be subject - also considered as a major
cause of degradation in this type of constructions - is due to water action in liquid state. According to several authors [44]–[46] it is
imperative not only to understand the materials and construction techniques in these buildings, as well as their behaviour when
exposed to natural agents. There are few studies on natural and/or artificial aging tests on earth walls [44], [47]–[51] but studies with
accelerated aging tests on systems of rammed earth-earth repair mortars are very rare. However, those that exist only evaluate the
mortar and not the joint behaviour of the mortar together with the wall [25], [52], except the study of Stazi et al. [51].
Considering all the above, this article aims to present an experimental campaign whose main objectives are:
(i) application of repair earth mortars in rammed earth blocks simulating walls with superficial and deep defects (purposely
simulated on the blocks), in order to verify the compatibility between the rammed earth and the repair mortars, and assessment
of the intervention effectiveness by visual observation;
(ii) evaluation of long-term behavior of the applied repair mortars in the rammed earth blocks against the action of water, through
artificial accelerated aging tests (simulating capillary rise and water absorption by roof damage) by wetting-drying cycles
specifically developed for this study.
To achieve the goal, three different types of earth materials were collected from unstabilized rammed earth walls in southern of
Portugal. They were used to manufacture samples of rammed earth to be repaired, consisting in rammed earth blocks with specific
defects. Two types of standard defects - superficial thickness loss and localized deep voids - were simulated on the rammed earth
blocks. Nine earth-based mortars were formulated using the four types of earth: the three earths used to produce the blocks and a
commercial clayish earth. The latest was used unstabilized or stabilized with several inorganic binders. The mortars were applied on
the repair of the rammed earth blocks defects and short-term compatibility, in the fresh and hardened state, was assessed. The
durability of the systems rammed earth-repair mortars was also assessed by accelerated aging tests with wetting-drying cycles.

2. Experimental methodology
This section describes the characterization of the materials used, the manufacturing of the rammed earth blocks, as well as the
reproduction of the defects, the mortars´ application technique and testing procedures for the accelerated aging test by wettingdrying cycles. The experimental program involved application of repair mortars in the defects on rammed earth blocks, to verify the
compatibility between the support and the earth repair mortars, as also the effectiveness and applicability of the intervention.
To better understand the experimental campaign a summary and chronological description, reporting the stages of the different
experiments, is presented:
(i) preparation of the rammed earth blocks;
(ii) reproduction of the superficial and deep defects on the rammed earth blocks - this was done immediately after (i);
(iii) drying - the blocks were kept approximately 20 months in a room with controlled environment at 20°C of temperature and 50%
relative humidity (RH);
(iv) preparation and application of earth-based repair mortars - when the blocks were removed from the room with controlled
environment;
(v) observation of anomalies - started immediately after the application of mortars and went through the end of the drying stage;
(vi) drying of repairs - it ran for 4 months (120 days);
(vii) aging tests - started after drying and occurred during a period of 6 months, for a total of 7 wetting-drying cycles;
(viii) anomalies evaluation.
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Earth materials
Four types of earths were used in this study. Three of them (earths Av, PD and VC) were picked up from non-deteriorated parts of
unstabilized rammed earth walls in old buildings sited in Alentejo region, south of Portugal.
In all the buildings, it was chosen to collect the samples in clean parts of the wall, without visible anomalies, preferentially with the
original plaster or render (serving as protection of the surface). It was thus attempted to ensure that the samples collected were as
representative as possible of the original construction. Therefore, whenever possible, samples were removed in large blocks from
the wall - with irregular dimensions - to respect the representativeness of the material regarding the particles proportions size.
The material was collected from the three buildings as follows:
(i) the selected area was superficially clean with a wire brush and the plaster or render were removed, as well as other materials
like steel cables or mortars between rammed earth blocks;
(ii) the sample was collected from inside the wall, disregarding the first 2 cm of both sides of the wall;
(iii) the rammed earth material was collected in sufficient quantity to perform all the experimental campain.
The location and the characteristics of the collected material Av, PD and VC are described in Gomes et al. [53].
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The fourth earth is a clayish commercial earth, available by Sorgila company, herewith designated as reference earth (RE).
Mineralogical characterization of the fine fraction for the four earth materials (Av, PD, VC and RE) was performed by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) and results are summarized in Table 1. Quartz, mica and feldspars were identified in all samples. Mica/illite which presents an
intermediate proportion in the PD and VC samples, may correspond to different types of clay; however, this clay in the presence of
water present low volumetric change. Kaolinite is present in all the earths and chlorite was found in Av and VC earths. Nevertheless,
these clay minerals show low volumetric change in the presence of water. More details can be seen in Gomes et al. [1].
Table 1. Mineralogical composition of the four earth materials determined by XRD
Material /
Crystalline
Quartz Feldspar Mica/illite Chlorite Kaolinite Gypsum
compounds

Amphibole

Hematite

Goetite

Anatase
-

+/Trc

Av

+++

+/++

+

Trc

Trc

-

Trc

?

PD

+++

Trc

+/++

?

+/++

-

-

+

VC

+++

Trc/+

++

+

+

-

?

RE

+++

Trc

Trc

?

++

-

-

-

-

+

-

Notation: +++ high proportion; ++ intermediate proportion; + low proportion; Trc traces; ? doubts on the presence; - not detected

Figure 1 shows the particle-size distribution of the collected earths (Av, PD, and VC) and the reference earth (RE), which was
measured following the methods indicated in LNEC Specifications E196 [54] and E239 [55]. Av and VC are silty sandy soils and PD
a clayey sandy soil; as referred RE is a clayish earth, with very low content on sand.
Bulk density of earth materials were determined in accordance with EN 1097-3 [56]. The values obtained were: Av - 1461,0 kg/m3,
PD -1105,0 kg/m3, VC - 1002,2 kg/m3 and RE -1136,4 kg/m3.
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Figure 1. Particle size distribution of the: collected earths (Av, PD, and VC); the reference earth (RE); sand; the dry mortar materials, MAv, MPD, MVC and MRE

Preparation of earths to manufacture the rammed earth blocks
The earth materials Av, PD and VC, collected from the buildings, were first disaggregated with a rubber hammer (not to break the
aggregates) and then dry sieved, rejecting the material that did not pass through sieve 12.5 mm (# ½" ASTM) because of the blocks´
dimensions. After that the material was homogenized with a splitter.
Preparation of earths to use on mortars
The collected earths Av, PD and VC used in the mortars were prepared as follows: (i) 2 mm wet sieve was done (Nº. 10 ASTM); (ii)
decanting process of material passing the sieve; (iii) rejection of clean water resulting from the decanting process, the dried solid
material being in a ventilated oven at a temperature of 40°C; (iv) milling the solid material through the mill jaws, then the material
was homogenized with a splitter. The reference-earth (RE) was grinded to disaggregate the material and then the sample was
homogenized with a splitter.
2.1.2. Other materials
Inorganic binders were used in some mortars formulation, namely: powder hydrated air lime CL90-S from Lusical, Lhoist Group (CL)
[57]; hydraulic lime, HL5 from Secil (HL) [57]; Portland cement, CEM II/B-L 32.5N, from Secil (PC) [58]; and natural cement (NC)
which was provided by ROCARE EU-Project [59].
A siliceous sand was used in mortars to control the shrinkage which otherwise would be very high because of high content of clay in
three of the earths (PD, VC and RE). It is mainly composed by quartz with dimensions in the range of 0.6-2.0 mm (Figure 1). The
4

percentage of added sand took into consideration the different percentages and type of clay (mineralogical composition) present in
the earth samples (Table 1).
Hemp fibers (F), with a length of about 25 mm and a maximum diameter of approximately 2 mm, available by Aubiose Company,
were also used in one mortar.
To fill the defects of deep voids and to reduce the mortars´ thickness in that area, in some cases coarse gravel (dimensions between
20 - 40 mm) was used.
2.2. Preparation of the rammed earth blocks
Ten rammed earth blocks were produced with each type of collected earth (Av, PD, and VC), totalling thirty blocks. Molds made of
marine plywood were built for this purpose (Figure 2a). Each block has dimensions of 30 cm 20 cm  28 cm (lengthwidthheight),
with a volume of 16800 cm3. The nomenclatures for each type of block are BAv, BPD and BVC, respectively.
To manufacture the blocks with properties as similar as possible to the original rammed earth walls, undisturbed samples were
collected directly from the buildings’ walls and tested according to specification E205 [60] for bulk density. The average results are in
Table 2.
Houben and Guillaud [10] indicate a range of values of 1750-2300 kg/m3, and Doat et al. [61] propose satisfactory values in the
range 1760-2100 kg/m3 and excellent values between 2100-2200 kg/m3, for the maximum dry density (dmax) for rammed earth. The
collected earths fit within recommended values, deeming it as suitable. Based on the samples’ bulk density (Table 2), the mass
needed to produce each block was determined.
Table 2. Bulk density of the original rammed earth walls
Buildings

Av

PD

VC

Bulk density (kg/m3)

2222.1 ±31.6

2008.3 ± 46.5

2088.7± 170.9

The literature indicates that in order to obtain a compact rammed earth with high durability and good performance, a quantity close to
the optimum water content (wopt) should be added [7], [8], [62]. The standard SNZ 4298 [63] also mentions a value of ± 3% of the
wopt and according to Walker et al. [8] a value of ± 1 to 2% wopt should be used.
Neumann [64] performed tests on small rammed earth walls and stated that wopt does not correspond to the maximum value of
strength. It states that the water content required to reach the maximum strength is about 20% higher than the w opt. Schroeder [65]
also recommends a water content 10% higher than wopt to be used in the compaction of a wall.
Smith and Augarde [66] carried out an investigation to achieve full compaction to a maximum dry density in rammed earth
construction. Several tests were performed and compared using different soil mixes, according to BS1377:1990 [67]. They conclude
that rammed earth mix should be subjected to the vibrating hammer test in a laboratory so that w opt and dmax values can be
established before construction commences. The same authors also report that heavy manual compaction test provides an incorrect
measure of a rammed earth walls wopt and dmax. Although, they also conclude that light manual compaction test also provides good
results within the on-site equivalence test.
On the contrary, Gerard et al.[68] report that normal Proctor compaction test constitutes a widely used standard for the geotechnical
earthworks; therefore, the method should not be considered in the context of earthen materials. The same authors also refer that a
far greater compaction energy should be applied to reach the target strength and even decrease Proctor optimum water content to
achieve the optimum water content for rammed earth construction.
From the previous review, it can be concluded that there is some inconsistency in this field of research. Many of the requirements
advanced by the researchers are dispersed with regard to the value of w opt to achive the maximum dry density; some authors
present strict and different values and others authors present flexible values.
To reproduce the original rammed earth walls and since there was no reference to water content used in the original production, the
wopt of the collected earths was determined by Proctor compaction test - using the light manual compaction test method (see all
details in Gomes et al. [53]). The results were 8.0%; 17.8% and 21.5% for BAv, BPD and BVC, respectively. Considering all the
literature, at the time of the production of the rammed earth blocks, the wopt was used to produce BAv and BVC. However, for the
manufacture of BPD blocks it was necessary to use a water content of 18.7% (slightly higher than the wopt) to ensure sufficient
cohesion between the particles. This was contrary to what is referred by Gerard et al.[68], stating that a optimum water content in
rammed earth should be lower than the results observed in the Proctor's test, but in line within other authors [64, 65].
The earth material and the water of each block were hand-mixed (Figure 2b). Subsequently, the moist earth material was divided into
three parts, being the first two divided into four layers and in three layers the last one. Each layer was compacted strongly inside a
mold with a manual rammer to release the air and achieve adequate compaction (Figure 2c), until a layer of 2.5 cm be achieved.
After filling the mold with successive rammed layers of humid earth, the block was immediately demolded but kept with the marine
plywood base to facilitate mobility in the laboratory. Each block weight between 35 and 37 kg, depending on the earth used.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Manufacture of the rammed earth blocks: (a) mold and rammer; (b) manual homogenization of earth material and water; (c) production of the block by
compaction with a manual rammer

2.3. Reproduction of the defects on the rammed earth blocks
Gomes and Faria [12], after a survey, have shown that surface disaggregation and, consequently, the lack of surface thickness were
the most common anomalies found in the exterior surfaces of rammed earth walls. This type of degradation may only reach
superficial level or, in certain cases, may lead to the formation of deeper cavities. These type of anomalies are also reported in
specific bibliography [7], [8], [25], [62]. The reproduction of these anomalies (hereby named defects) was made on the surface of the
manufactured blocks. Superficial and deep defects - namely superficial thickness loss and deep voids - were recreated immediately
after the demolding of the blocks. First it was necessary to define a contour with a knife-edge and then, the surplus material was
removed by scraping with a spatula on the surface of the rammed earth blocks (Figure 3 and Figure 4).In each of the ten rammed
earth blocks, two superficial defects were made (one on each largest side, with 30 cm x 20 cm) with an area of 25 cm  22 cm,
simulating irregular loss of material with 2 cm average depth (see Figure 3); four deep defects were made (two on each smaller side
of the blocks, with 20 cm x 28 cm) with a semi spherical geometry, obtaining a void with 10 cm diameter (Figure 4).. For the total of
ten blocks, twenty (2 superficial defects x 10 blocks) superficial thickness loss and forty (4 deep defects x 10 blocks) deep voids
were made, to be repaired. The superficial defects were performed on different sides of the blocks and the deep defects present a
considerable distance from each other (see Figure 4); therefore, there was no interaction between the defects during the
experiments.
The blocks were kept in a conditioned room at 20ºC and 50% RH for 20 months to assure drying. This period was much longer than
the three months considered necessary and used by Schroeder [65] to dry a rammed earth wall with dimensions of 150 cm  100 cm
 50 cm (length  width  height) in a controlled environment, 12°C and 68% RH, respectively. However, it is important to mention
that a rammed earth wall, because of the hygroscopic capacity of clay, is never completely dry, but reaching equilibrium with the
environment. Therefore, the rammed earth usually contains a percentage of water, although this may be minimal [11]; i.e. the water
never evaporates completely, it is in hygroscopic equilibrium with the RH of the surrounding air.
The arrangement of the blocks in the controlled environment was careful: the air could circulate through the blocks, so drying could
be as homogeneous as possible. The whole process can be observed in Gomes [69].

Figure 3. Sequence of works for reproducing defect of surface thickness loss in BAV
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Figure 4. Sequence of works for reproducing defect of deep voids in BAv

2.4. Preparation of the earth-based repair mortars
The four earths materials were used to formulate non-stabilized mortars. The name of the mortars in this study are MAv, MPD, MVC
and MRE, where the letter M corresponds to mortar, followed by the earth they were made of (Av, PD, VC or RE). However, the
reference-earth (RE) was also used to formulate mortars stabilized with four inorganic binders with a proportion of 15% of the mass
of earth (Table 3). Whenever inorganic binder additions exist, a letter identifying the type of binder was also added to the designation
of the mortar.
Figure 1 show the grain size distribution of the unstabilized dry materials of the mortars MAv, MPD, MVC and MRE. The composition
of the nine distinct earth-based mortars is presented in Table 3. To reach the final composition, several compositions were produced
and tested, namely by workability and shrinkage tests. The mortars that were workable and presented better results in the linear and
volumetric shrinkage tests were chosen. This study can be integrally observed in Gomes [69].
Table 3. Composition of the nine mortars
Earth-based mortars

Designation

Weight proportions Volumetric proportion
(earth:sand)
(earth:sand)
CL

Local earth Av

MAv

1:0

Local earth PD

MPD

1:1.9

Local earth VC

MVC

1:2.4

Reference-earth RE

MRE
MRE_CL

RE with dry hydrated air lime
RE with dry hydrated air lime and fibers
RE with natural hydraulic lime

MRE_CL_F
MRE_HL

1:3.8

1:0
1:1.5

1:3

Binder (%)*
HL
PC NC

Fibers
(%)*

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

15

-

-

-

-

15

-

-

-

5

-

15

-

-

-

RE with Portland cement

MRE_PC

-

-

15

-

-

RE with natural cement

MRE_NC

-

-

-

15

-

* Percentages by weight in relation to the reference earth.

The preparation of the mortars to apply on the superficial thickness loss and on the deep voids defects was carried out according to
standard EN 1015-2 [70], defined mainly for the preparation of cement-based mortars by standard EN 196-1 [71]. Because of the
differences between the materials (cement and earth mortars), some adjustments to the standard had to be made. The methodology
used for earth mortars was as follows: (i) manual homogenization of the material; (ii) the water was introduced into the mechanical
mixer, followed by the dry material; (iii) mixing at low speed for 90 seconds; (iv) stopping for 90 seconds and envolvement of the
material in the borders; (v) mixing at low speed for another 60 seconds. Due to the large clay content in the MRE mortar it was
considered necessary to increase the mixing time to reach a good homogenization. Because of that, the mortar was firstly manually
mixed for an extra period of 120 seconds and the first mechanical mixing was prolonged for 150 seconds.
The amount of water was determined using the flow table consistency test, based on EN 1015-3 [70], which is not specific for earth
mortars. The German standard DIN 18947 [19] defines 175 mm for the flow table consistency if no other information is given by the
producer in case of a ready-mixed clay plaster. In this work the target of flow values were adjusted to 160-175 ± 2 mm, interval
which was previously seen to correspond to earth-based mortars with excellent workability [73].
More details on the standards of test procedures that were followed to characterize the nine earth-based repair mortars and the
equipments’ used can be assessed in Gomes et al. [1]. The main characteristics of the nine fresh mortars can be seen in Table 4,
namely water/dry material ratio, flow table consistency, linear and volumetric shrinkage, hydric and mechanical properties, and Table
5 for open porosity and main pore size diameter. A brief summary of the main results is presented; however further information and
discussion can be assessed in Gomes at al. [1], [74].
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Table 4. Water/dry material ratio, flow table consistency, linear and volumetric shrinkage, hydric and mechanical properties of the nine earth-based mortars
Mortar
designation

Water/dry
material

Flow
(mm)

Shrinkage (%)
Linear
Volumetric

CC
(kg/(m2.s1/2))

WA (s)

EDM
(MPa)

FS
(MPa)

CS
(MPa)

MAv

0.13

174

0.042±0.001

2254

5859.5±51.7 0.33±0.04

0.98±0.16

MPD

0.20

177

1.00 ± 0.18 1.25 ± 0.23 0.027±0.003

2005

3584.1±29.4 0.38±0.02

0.97±0.05

MVC

0.21

177

1.35 ± 0.36 1.46 ± 0.15 0.047±0.001

1917

2957.8±14.6 0.26±0.02

0.62±0.03

≈0

≈0

MRE

0.31

170

1.15 ± 0.17 4.06 ± 0.47 0.138±0.020

64

1065.4±47.4 0.17±0.01

0.51±0.09

MRE_CL

0.30

170

1.36 ± 0.31 6.21 ± 0.27 0.509±0.031

9

683.4±48.9 0.13±0.02

0.28±0.03

MRE_CL_F

0.33

163

0.27 ± 0.19 6.02 ± 0.20 0.465±0.057

6

596.8±12.7 0.12±0.02

0.45±0.02

MRE_HL

0.29

172

0.57 ± 0.38 5.49 ± 0.50 0.381±0.025

75

603.7±37.0 0.08±0.01

0.19±0.03

MRE_PC

0.29

177

0.37 ± 0.06 3.19 ± 1.00 0.566±0.073

11

182.6±11.0 0.04±0.01

0.18±0.02

MRE_NC

0.29

159

1.72 ± 0.06 6.11 ± 0.54 0.205±0.033

8

774.5±78.3 0.19±0.02

0.33±0.03

CC: capillary absorption coefficient; WA: time to 4 ml water absorption by Karsten tube; EDM: dynamic modulus of elasticity; FS: flexural strength; CS: compressive strength.

Table 5. Open porosity and main pore size diameter of mortars by mercury intrusion
Mortars

MAv

MPD

MVC

MRE

MRE_CL

MRE_CLF

MRE_HL

Open porosity (%)

25.6

28.4

26.1

35.1

33.8

38.1

37.4

Main pore size diameters
and occurrence (m - %)

7-7

36-3 and 27-4 and 108-17 and 108-3.8 and 108-3.8 and 109-8.3 and
0.2-3.2
0.7-3.8
0.03-3.8
0.5-3.5
0.3-3.0
0.2-2.3

MRE_PC MRE_NC


32.3



108-5.2 and
0.2-3.0

It was not possible to perform the test because of specimens deterioration.

2.5. Application technique of the earth-based repair mortars on rammed earth blocks
The three mortars that correspond to the use of local rammed earth materials, MAv, MPD and MVC, were applied only on the blocks
made with the same earth, BAv, BPD and BVC, respectively. Differently, the commercial earth mortar MRE, without and with the four
inorganic binders, was applied on the three types of rammed earth blocks, to assess their viability to general use. Three applications
of each mortar were always carried out, either to the superficial and deep defect surfaces of blocks.
After the 20 months drying of the blocks in a room with controlled environment at 20°C of temperature and 50% RH, the block
surfaces were prepared before applying the mortars, as follows:
i. the area to repair was brushed, with the purpose of remove loose particles and dust;
ii. it was wetted by spray 30 min, 20 min, 10 min and 30 s before applying the mortar to avoid a sudden drying of the mortar,
thereby preventing a large initial shrinkage.
The repair mortars application technique in the surface defects was the following (Figure 5):
i. always applied from the bottom to the top, the earth mortar was thrown vigorously against the support with a trowel;
ii. with the trowel, the mortar was tightened and repointed; this was made particularly at the corners;
iii. the surface of the mortar was regularized with a wooden ruler and afterwards smoothed with a humid sponge.

Figure 5. Application of the mortar MAv on a standard superficial defect on the BAv rammed earth block

The repair mortar application technique in the deep defects had the following procedure (Figure 6):
i. the mortar was launched vigorously to the hole defect with a trowel followed by tightening; the thickness of the first mortar layer
was of 0.5-1 cm;
ii. the repair of deep defects was made by two different ways: in half of the blocks, the defect hole was filled only with mortar; in
the other blocks, the hole was filled with coarse gravel and mortar, to reduce the mortar thickness; when the coarse gravel was
used, to partially fill the holes, these were applied after the first layer of mortar;
iii. to the previous mortar layer have time to achieve enough strength, an interval of 15-20 min between the application of mortar
layers was respected;
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iv. the last layer of mortar was carefully applied, especially in the zone of connection with the support, and the repointing was
carried out, whenever necessary;
v. the surface was regularized with a wooden ruler and finally was smoothed with a humid sponge.

Figure 6. Application of the mortar MPD on deep defects with coarse gravel in the BPD rammed earth block

Approximately 2-3 hours after application, cracks started to appear in all defects done on the blocks due to drying shrinkagethat was
expected in this type of mortars. The shrinkage is inhibited by adhesion to the support and leads to the development of shear
stresses in the plane of contact of the mortar with the support. This can cause tensile stresses and detachment in the mortar which
can cause cracking. Therefore, the repointing of some cracks due to the initial drying shrinkage was performed, 4 hours after the
defects repair. To repoint the cracks, the zone to be intervened was sprayed with water and squeezed with a trowel. Whenever
necessary some more mortar (from the initial repair) was applied. Finally the mortar was regularized with the trowel and the surface
was smoothed with a humid sponge.
2.6. Visual observation and accelerated aging test by wetting-drying cycles
The visual observation started immediately after the mortars application and went through the drying until all the tests were
performed. The repairs were monitored with the ages of 10, 30, 90 and 120 days. The classification of cracking in the mortar was
only based on the respective opening, adopting the French Standard NF P 84-401 used by Veiga [75], being this specific for
stabilized renders and plasters: micro cracks, width less than 0.2 mm; medium cracks, width between 0.2 and 2 mm; large cracks,
width greater than 2 mm.
Physical degradation over time is one of the main causes of degradation in this type of construction, mainly due to the action of water
in the liquid state - the presence of moisture reduces internal cohesion and mechanical resistance, potentiates the action of soluble
salts and favours biological development [6]. Water in the liquid state can penetrate into buildings, as referred before: by capillary
rise and by infiltration into the walls.
In literature the aggressiveness of aging tests designed in laboratory is referred. They are often far more severe compared to aging
tests in natural conditions [44], [76]. As previously refered, studies with accelerated aging tests on systems of rammed earth-earth
repair mortars, are very rare. So, the technique to perform wetting-drying cycles was chosen as a dynamic procedure, that is, it
evolved during its implementation, but always focused on the real exposure and most common degradation of this type of
constructions.
Based on these informations, two test methods were implemented in order to simulate natural exposure conditions, analysing the
effect of wetting-drying cycles on systems of rammed earth-earth with repair mortars: water absorption by capillarity and water
absorption from the top; ensuring the proximity to real exposure, namely the degradation of these constructions by capillary rise and
occurrence of infiltrations on the top of the walls.
The artificial accelerated aging test by wetting-drying cycles was carried out 120 days after the repair mortars application on the
blocks defects.
To compel that drying was made mainly through the mortar (applied on the four lateral faces of the rammed earth blocks) and in
order to analyse the behaviour of the block-mortars system, the upper faces of the blocks were waterproofed. A mixture with mass
proportion of 50% pitch blond and 50% beeswax was applied.
For the three types of blocks - BAv, BPD and BVC - three independent basin areas were built using bituminous membranes, creating
a water reservoir. The blocks were subjected to partial immersion, leaving the free water surface 1-2 mm above the earth-base of the
blocks, for 120 hours - water absorption by capillarity method. It was verified that in some blocks, after 24 hours in partial immersion,
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the progress of water absorption by capillarity was very slow and the base of the blocks was highly damaged (Figure 7a). To create
conditions for a faster rising damp and to limit the evaporation of water, an environment with high relative humidity was set.
Therefore, all the blocks were covered with a polyethylene film, remaining in partial immersion (Figure 7b). When the 120 h with
capillary rise were completed, and because of the aggressiveness of the artificial accelerated aging test - high degradation on the base
of the blocks -, a different method was used. This second method only started 15 days after the first method ended, in order that
systems rammed earth blocks-repair mortars could have a drying period.
The second method used consisted in the absorption of water from the top of the blocks. The methodology consisted on placing, in
the centre of the upper face of the blocks, an open glass cylinder with a diameter of 7.3 cm and 5.0 cm height (total volume of 209
cm3), as displayed in Figure 7c. For that the waterproof sealing that existed at the top of each block was removed in the cylinder
area, so that the glass cylinder could stay in contact with the block. The glass cylinder and the block interface were waterproofed, so
that there were no leaks when filled with water.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. (a) Degradation on the base of a block, on the plywood base; (b) blocks covered with polyethylene film; (c) glass cylinder on top of a block

The water absorption from the top of the blocks occurred during a period of 6 months approximately, for a total of 7 wetting-drying
cycles. This test was not performed in a room with controlled environment. However, a constant monitoring of the temperature and
RH was carried out to assure they were kept in an acceptable range. The records of the monitoring during the 6 months can be
observed in Gomes [69]. Each cycle of wetting-drying included:
(i) wetting period - the water was placed in the glass cylinder to penetrate on the block being helped by gravity, ending when the
water begins to appear at the bottom of the block; this period depended on the clayish earth present on each type of block;
(ii) 15 days of drying - time initially chosen for the water absorption by capillarity test and kept for the water absorption test from
the top.
The two methods are complementary. Nevertheless, in real conditions the probability of an action similar to the gravity test will only
happen in earth walls not protected by an efficient roof; the most similar condition will happen with rainy water and is less intense.
On the contrary, the capillary action is very common on old earth walls that do not have an effective water barrier from the ground.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Performance of the earth-based repair mortars on the blocks
The performance of the earth-based repair mortars in terms of cracking and loss of adhesion was evaluated at 10, 30, 90 and 120
days after their application on the blocks. However, no changes were detected between the 10th and 120th day, which mean that
most of the anomalies occurred during the first drying days.
Table 6 and Table 7 summarize the observed anomalies which were: micro cracks; medium cracks; large cracks; and loss of
adhesion between the mortar and the support. Figure 8 to Figure 11 show the behaviour of the mortars applied on the blocks.
Table 6. Main decay patterns of the repair mortars applied on the defect with superficial thickness loss
Mortar designation

BVC

-

-

-

micro(1) + medium cracks(1)

-

MVC

-

-

micro cracks(1)

MRE

medium cracks
micro + medium cracks
loss of adhesion
medium cracks(1) (3)

medium cracks(2)

micro(1) + medium cracks

medium cracks

micro + medium cracks(2)

micro(1) + medium cracks(3)

medium cracks(3)

micro + medium cracks(2)

micro + medium cracks(2)

medium cracks(2)

medium cracks

micro + medium cracks

micro + medium cracks(2)

MRE_CL
MRE_CL_F
MRE_HL
MRE_PC
MRE_NC

micro

cracks(1)

BPD

MPD

MAv

(1) only

BAv

micro + medium cracks
medium cracks
loss of adhesion
micro + large cracks(2)
loss of adhesion

contour cracks; (2) cracks only in the mortar; (3) less intensity and smaller size when compared to MRE_CL
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Table 7. Main decay patterns of the repair mortars applied on the defects of deep voids
Mortar designation

BAv

BPD

MAv

medium cracks (1)

-

MPD

-

MVC

-

MRE

micro(2) + medium cracks(1)
medium

MRE_CL

micro(1)

cracks(1)

medium

cracks(1)

MRE_PC

medium

cracks(1)

MRE_NC

medium cracks(1)
loss of adhesion

MRE_HL

(1) only

-

+ medium

cracks(1)

-

medium cracks(1)(3)

MRE_CL_F

BVC

not visible
micro(1)

+ medium
+ medium

micro(1)

+ medium cracks (1)

micro(1) + medium cracks (2)
cracks(1)

medium cracks(1)(3)
micro(2)

micro(1)

cracks(1)

micro(1) + medium cracks(1) (2)
micro(1)(3) + medium cracks(1) (3)
micro(2) + medium cracks

+ medium cracks

micro(2) + medium cracks(1)

medium cracks(1)
micro(2) + medium(1) + large(2)
cracks

contour cracks in the deep defects filled with mortar, with and without coarse gravel; (2) cracks only in the mortar; (3) less intensity and smaller size when compared to MRE_CL

BPD
BVC

Rammed earth block

BAv

MAv

MPD

MVC

-

-

-

MRE

-

-

-

Figure 8. Unstabilized earth mortars applied on rammed earth block defects with superficial thickness loss
MRE_CL_F

MRE_HL

MRE_PC

MRE_NC

BPD

Rammed earth block

BAv

MRE_CL
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BVC

Figure 9. Stabilized earth mortars applied on rammed earth block defects with superficial thickness loss

BAv

MAv

MPD

MVC

-

-

MRE

BPD

Rammed earth block

On top with coarse gravel (CG)
On bottom without CG

On top and bottom with CG

-

-

BVC

On top and bottom with CG

-

On top with coarse CG
On bottom without CG

-

On top with coarse CG
On bottom without CG

On top and bottom with CG

MRE_CL

MRE_CL_F

MRE_HL

MRE_PC

MRE_NC

On top and bottom without coarse
gravel (CG)

On top with coarse CG
On bottom without CG

On top and bottom with CG

On top and bottom with CG

On top and bottom without CG

BAv

Rammed earth block

Figure 10. Unstabilized earth mortars applied on rammed earth block defects of deep voids
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BPD

On top with coarse CG
On bottom without CG

On top and bottom with CG

On top with coarse CG
On bottom without CG

On top and bottom with CG

On top with coarse CG
On bottom without CG

On top with coarse CG
On bottom without CG

On top and bottom with CG

On top with coarse CG
On bottom without CG

On top with coarse CG
On bottom without CG

BVC

On top and bottom with CG

Figure 11. Stabilized earth mortars applied on rammed earth block defects of deep voids

Analysing the anomalies observed for the nine families of mortars (Table 6 and Table 7, and Figure 8 to Figure 11), it can be seen
that:
(i) It is remarkable the difference between the repairs on the superficial thickness loss and the deep voids; in the superficial
thickness loss defects there is a large percentage of cracks in all the mortar repair, whereas in the deep voids the most
common anomaly is verified in terms of the contour area between the mortar and the support.
(ii) All the tested mortars have acceptable values for linear shrinkage (linear shrinkage did not exceed 2%, by Alcock´s test). In
terms of the volumetric shrinkage, MAv, MPD and MVC, that are unstabilized mortars, present the best performance with a
much lower volumetric shrinkage (Table 4):
- unstabilized mortars (MAv, MPD and MVC) present just contour cracks and did not detached from the substrate; this
improved behaviour can be attributed to the similarity between the mortar and the support, with close mechanical and physical
characteristics - as referred, MAv, MPD and MVC were applied only on the blocks made with the same earth, BAv, BPD and
BVC;
- all stabilized mortars present medium cracks or even worst large cracks but present acceptable values for linear shrinkage;
however, observing the results for volumetric shrinkage, these mortars present high shrinkage (Table 4). It is important to
mention that earth mortars that have accepted values when tested by the New Zeland Standard [63], presents large cracks
after applied on the rammed earth; in fact, normative documents only mention linear shrinkage but the authors believe that it is
important to assess the volumetric shrinkage of mortars because the results of linear shrinkage are not sufficient to evaluate
the performance of earth mortars, namely after application on a support [1].
(iii) The incorporation of fibres in the mortar significantly decrease the size and/or intensity of cracking. Observing Table 4 and
comparing the results of shrinkage in MRE_CL and MRE_CL_F mortars it is clearly observed an improvement shrinkage with
the addition of fibers.
(iv) The performance of the stabilized MRE mortars is always worse than unstabilized MRE mortars: cracking is more intense, with
larger thickness and sometimes is accompanied by detachment of the repair mortar; the use of 15% of stabilizers in the repair
mortars has not proven beneficial since systematically led to a worse performance in terms of cracking or detachment of the
mortars, regardless the type of binder used.
(v) The loss of adhesion between the mortar and the support is verified only in the BAv substrate and the mortars stabilized with
hydrated air lime, Portland cement and natural cement (Figure 12a); this is probably because of less adhesion provided by BAv
rammed earth, which has a high sand content (Av earth material), or may be due to the wide range of values for the dynamic
modulus of elasticity of the BAv block and these mortars: the MAv mortar presents the highest dynamic modulus of elasticity
(Table 4) and the BAv block has a composition close to the material that gave rise, Av (Figure 1), this meaning that BAv may
presents high values for the modulus of elasticity, respecting the principle of like for like materials replacement. MRE mortars
without and with the addition of binder present the lowest dynamic modulus of elasticity (Table 4) and if BAv presents high
values this may explain the lack of compatibility between the stabilized mortars and the rammed earth block.
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(vi) The incorporation of coarse gravel on the deep void defects did not prevent or reduce the occurrence of anomalies with the
repair mortars; contour cracks around the deep voids appears with or without coarse gravel. However, it decreased the amount
of mortar used, making the application easier and faster, since the repair was achieved with fewer mortar coats.
(vii) Micro cracks mainly appear in repairs stabilized with inorganic binders (with exception of contour cracks); micro cracks are a
network of fine cracks that is present on the surface of a material; they are very thin, linked, in infinite number, less deep, less
spaced and the stress levels are lower when the mortar is less rich in binder and applied in a thin layer; by contrast, cracks
tend to be fairly wide, separated from each other but quite deep in a very high binder content mortar.
The compatibility of the mortars used to repair the blocks´ simulated defects on a rammed earth wall is particularly important. For the
same mortar, different behaviours are observed when applied to repair different rammed earth blocks. It can thus be concluded that
the success of the mortar repair is highly influenced by the rammed earth where they are applied. Different materials present
different behaviours when in contact; the properties (and the microstructure) of the same fresh mortar will turn different when drying
in contact with different rammed earth walls; therefore, hardened repair mortars may have distinct deterioration, namely in its
interface. Compatibility of materials is a very important criterion for earth materials. Furthermore, constructions are more vulnerable
to progressive decay at the interface of different materials, e.g. when other denser materials are applied in the surface.
Maniatidis and Walker [77] and Walker et al. [8] long ago stated that the most appropriate way to carry out repair work on earth
construction is to use, whenever possible, the original raw materials. They are also philosophically more defensible conforming to the
principle of like for like materials replacement by BS 7913 [78]: "A traditional craft-based approach to repair, replacing decayed
material on a like for like basis is preferred". In fact the repair philosophy must be the “minimum intervention to ensure long-term
stability and optimum performance of the structure without causing physical disruption” [77]. The obtained results also corroborate
these logical statements indicating that, in order to repair an unstabilized rammed earth wall, it will be more appropriate to use an
unstabilized earth mortar, preferably formulated with earth similar to the one used on the wall.
3.2. Performance with accelerated aging
Cracking, detachment, mould and efflorescence were the major anomalies found in the mortars after the accelerated aging test by
wetting/drying cycles. There were also different behaviours on the blocks and mortars due to the water absorption by capillarity.
The saturation of the entire block was not possible by any of the methods (water absorption by capillarity and water absorption by
gravity) on the blocks with the highest percentage of clay (BPD and BVC). In BAv blocks and because the material used is sandier,
saturation seemed to be achieved.
The probable differentiated pore size of the blocks´ structure and the severity of the methods entail distinct consequences in the two
test methods performed to evaluate the accelerated aging with wetting-drying cycles. For the water absorption test by capillarity, the
thicker the capillary pores, the lower the capillary rise. Regarding the water absorption test by gravity, water pressure will be superior
when compared to the first method, and microstructure with smaller pores will have a lower absorption. It was not possible to assess
the porosimetry of the rammed earth blocks and the mortars applied on the blocks. But the main pore size of the mortars tested
without the influence of a wall shows great differences (Table 5): the MAv, being the mortar formulated with the sandiest earth,
present a main pore size of 7 µm, followed by the MVC and the MPD with 27 µm and 36 µm, respectively, while all the unstabilized
and stabilized MRE mortars have a main pore size of 108 µm.
3.2.1. Capillary absorption
Athwart the test of absorption by capillarity from the base of the blocks it was found that the speed at which the capillary fringe
progressed through the blocks:
(i) was quicker for the stabilized repair mortars than for the blocks (Figure 12);
(ii) was slower for the unstabilized mortars compared with the stabilized mortars;
(iii) for the unstabilized mortars:
- the system BAv-MAv presented a capillary rise much faster, for being a sandy material;
- the system BPD-MPD and BVC-MVC presented a capillary rise much slower, for being a clayey material;
- sandy earth material (Av material) has a much faster capillary absorption when compared with clayey earths materials (PD,
VC and RE materials).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12. Water absorption by capillary method, after 12 h on rammed earth block-repair mortar systems: (a) BAv-MRE_NC; (b) BPD-MRE_PC; (c) BVC-MRE_HL

The results are consistent with the hydric tests performed previously on the mortars. The introduction of binders: increased the
capillary absorption coefficient (CC) (i.e. the amount of water absorbed per unit area); and the water absorption under low pressure
also became faster (Table 4).
This means that the moment the capillary fringe reaches the surface of the block happens first for the stabilized mortars. Identical
results were obtained in previous studies of rammed earth stabilized with Portland cement [46].
It was observed that a clay-rich earth (PD) normally have very poor drainage characteristics, in contrast to sandy earths (Av); this
affirmation is also confirmed by the results observed in the capillary absorption coefficient of mortars (Table 4). Therefore, not only
the content but also the type of clay may be key influence factors (Table 1), what may justify the differences between MPD and MVC.
These results agree with current knowledge in soil science. Experimental works done by Forster et al. [79] and Bui et al. [4] also
mention this characteristic.
The test of absorption by capillarity from the base of the blocks corroborates the tests carried out on the mortars (capillary water
absorption and water absorption of mortars under low pressure): stabilized mortars absorb much more water and faster than
unstabilized mortars.
The main pore size of the MRE stabilized mortars is similar to the unstabilized MRE mortar and much higher than the ones of
mortars formulated with collected earths. Although the production technique of the mortars and the rammed earth blocks are
different, based on the results for mortars formulated with collected earths, it is probable that the microstructure of the blocks (made
from Av, PD and VC earths) present a thinner (and more capillary) main pore size, which justifies the higher and faster capillary
absorption of BAv, followed by BPD, and the lower and slower of BVC.
3.2.2. Water absorption from the top
To evaluate the accelerated aging with wetting-drying cycles, as referred before the severity of the methods entail and the pore size
of the blocks´ structure presents distinct consequences. In the water absorption test by capillarity, the thinner the pores, the higher
the capillary rise; in the water absorption test from the top, due to the gravity the smaller pores will have a lower absorption.
The water absorption test from the top was only possible on BAv blocks; the second cycle for this test can be observed in Figure 13.
In BPD and BVC blocks it was impossible to perform this test. This may be due to the behavior of clays on BPD and BVC: these
blocks present a higher percentage of clays (when compared to the BAv blocks), as well as a higher propensity for shrinkage and
consequently greater swelling (Table 4). As referred before it is probable that the microstructure of the blocks (made from Av, PD
and VC earths) present a thinner main pore size - the production technique of rammed earth blocks makes them more compact than
mortars - and, having the clays a lamellar structure, it can be foreseen that the vertical ramming gives those lamelas a preferable
horizontal orientation, contributing to block the water ingress, which may justify the difficulty of water absorption from the top in the
blocks containing more clay.
Clay can act with its own characteristics, i.e., the clay become expansive and swells by absorbing water and insolating the existing
pores, reducing the pore size and becoming waterproof. Clay minerals are composed by sheets of silica and alumina by hydrogen
and van der Waals bonds. They may undergo significant swelling with water, especially those with weaker (hydrogen) bonds which
are also usually the best binders [74].
Analysing the time by water absorption by the Karsten tubes, the mortars MAv, MPD and MVC (made with the rammed earth
materials), provide the best microstructure, avoiding the rapid entry of water into the mortar matrix. These mortars, compared to
MRE mortars, present the lowest open porosity (Table 5) and the lowest main pore size. The type of clay may justify the slowest
water absorption under low pressure of these mortars. Therefore, it can be foreseen that the clay type plays an important role in
preventing the rapid penetration of water into the mortar (see Table 1).
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It was observed that similar tests (Karsten tube in the mortars and water absorption from the top in the rammed earth blocks)
performed with the same materials, presented different results. In fact, mortars and rammed earth blocks present different
techniques – being the mortars more porous and the blocks more compact, the later most probably with a preferential horizontal
orientation of the cly lamelas - may justify these results. It can be seen through the WA results that mortars (Table 4) do not exhibit
the same trends as the rammed earth blocks, made with the same collected earth.

Figure 13. BAv-Mav system - second cycle of water absorption from the top

3.2.3. Cracking
An earth mortar in the fresh state tends to shrink as the evaporation of water and hardening occurs. The shrinkage is limited by the
adhesion of a mortar to a support, which cause tensile stresses; in turn, may lead to cracking. This shrinkage will also give rise to
shear stresses in the contact plane between the mortar and the support, which may lead to detachment. If the mortar and the
support present a large difference in stiffness, they become incompatible.
After accelerated aging testing by water absorption by capillary method it was found that there is a clear difference when the same
mortar is applied on the BAv blocks (sandy rammed earth) or when is applied on BPD or BVC blocks (clayey rammed earths). On
mortars applied on BAv blocks no changes were observed in the existing cracking. However, when the same mortar was applied on
BPD or BVC blocks there was an increase in the width of the existing cracking. This phenomenon occurred on all mortars but was
more pronounced on the stabilized mortars (Figure 14 and Figure 15). This may be due to the high percentage of clay present in
BPD and BVC blocks which, in contact with water, expands; probably the applied mortar cannot follow this expansion. It can be
considered that the development of drying cracks observed after the application of repair mortars but before the accelerated aging
tests may influence the defects generated in the wetting-drying cycles. Nevertheless, that effect was not significant and could not be
attributed to that previous cracks.
Cracks appeared also on the support, at the interface between the layers of the rammed earth block; these cracks propagated to the
mortar, as can be seen in Figure 15 (b) and (c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 14. BPD-MRE_CL_F system - water absorption by capillary method after 120 h: (a) and (b) detail of horizontal cracks on the block and mortar; (c) horizontal
cracks on the block and mortar, with detachment at the bottom of the block

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 15. BPD block - water absorption by capillary method after 120 h: (a) detachment of MPD mortar; (b) and (c) horizontal cracks on the interface between the
layers of the block propagated by the surface area of the repair mortars MPD and MRE respectively

3.2.4. Detachment
During the water absorption by capillarity method, two of the three systems tested with repair mortars MRE_NC fell off due to lack of
adherence to the BAv blocks. Nevertheless, it is important to reinforce that these mortars were already partially detached even
before starting the accelerated aging test (Figure 12a), showing incompatibility between the blocks and the repair mortar.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 16. Water absorption by capillary method after 120 h on rammed earth block-repair mortar systems: (a) and (b) BPD-MRE_NC verifying severe cracking and
detachment of mortar; (c) BVC-MRE_CL_F verifying detachment of mortar at the bottom

After completing the test of capillary water absorption, large cracking and detachments were observed on stabilized mortars applied
on BPD and BVC blocks. The large cracking of mortars was because stabilized mortars were not able to follow the dimensional
variation of clayey blocks, causing tensile stresses, leading to cracking and, consequently, causing shear stress in the contact plane
between the mortar and the block, with the detachments of mortars (Figure 16). The mortar is too rigid and cannot support the
movement of a more flexible support and these materials – repair mortar and rammed earth - become incompatible.
What happened is in agreement with Guney et al. [80] referring that earths stabilized with lime are negatively affected from the
wetting-drying cycles, i.e. the beneficial effect of the stabilization of lime is partially lost, not being possible to control the swelling of
earth samples, when subjecting them to cycles of wetting and drying. The researchers also refer that expansive clayey earths
stabilized with lime must not be used at regions where dry and humid cycles are significantly effective.
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3.2.5. Mould and efflorescence
The presence of moulds/fungi was detected in all mortars. Spores in the atmosphere are responsible for the appearance of fungi and
when these receive the nutrients present in air dust, they can be fixed in the mortar, which were wet due to the presence of water. If
the conditions are appropriate, they can eventually proliferate. However, the appearances of mould/fungi were more evident only on
the area of repair mortars containing fibres (Figure 17). It thus appears that even on mortars which include an alkali binder with
general fungicidal properties, as is the case of hydrated air lime, natural fibres enhance the growth of mould/fungi. Therefore, the use
of fibres is discouraged when there are conditions conducive to the proliferation of mould, as the case of locations with poor
ventilation or high humidity levels - conditions to which the blocks and mortars were purposely submitted. Santos et al. [29] reports
the susceptibility for biological development in earth-based plasters with an ilitic earth; however, even with low content of air lime is
possible to decrease the biological development but did not eliminate it in laboratory aggressive conditions.
Sixty days after the end of the water absorption test by gravity, it was found that, in general, the presence of moulds was no longer
visible, except for the mortar whose composition included fibres (Figure 17c).
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 17. Water absorption by gravity method, BAv-MRE_CL_F system: (a) before starting the 1st cycle; (b) after completion of the 7th cycle with extensive
visualization of moulds and fungi; (c) 60 days after finishing the test, with a higher incidence of moulds and fungi

Röhlen [81] conducted various experimental studies on earth mortars with and without natural fibres, changing the curing conditions:
temperature and RH. The researcher observed that in earth mortars without added fibres, fungi also occur when the environment
presents high humidity levels.
Therefore, to avoid the proliferation of mould/fungi is necessary to ensure adequate drying of the mortar particularly after being
applied, but also afterwards, promoting ventilation to avoid extended conditions of high relative humidity.
Efflorescence occurred after the water absorption by gravity test (Figure 18). The destructive effects of the salts are related to the
wetting/drying cycles. The moisture flow inside the rammed earth blocks tends to transport existing salts in their dissolved state
toward the surface, where they accumulate and crystallize. The salts crystallize and dissolve cyclically in the pores, creating tensions
that end up destroying the area where they are concentrated by the expansive forces resulting from the crystal growth. The cyclic
process of dissolution and crystallization can cause lack of cohesion and extensive fragmentation in the contaminated zone, causing
erosion of the surface of the mortar. As mentioned previously, if a layer, like a repair mortar, presents a barrier to the moisture
transport, that effect will occur in the frontier with that layer, degrading the rammed earth itself.
In the absence of external salt contamination during these aging tests, it is concluded that the materials themselves may be
contaminated by salts, what is very common on old masonries like the ones where the earth materials were collected. Once all the
blocks present efflorescences, possibly the used earths were contaminated. The binders may not have been the only cause of the
appearance of salts.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18. Water absorption by gravity on BPD-MRE system: (a) before starting the 1st cycle, with some appearance of efflorescence from the capillary test; (b) 60
days after finishing the test, with a higher incidence of efflorescence especially on the block

4. Conclusions
A repair mortar must contribute to the protection of a support, extending their durability. Because of that, their compatibility with the
support is imperative, ensuring the long-term integrity of the connection to the support and not contributing to their degradation.
However, the durability of the repair itself is also important: the mortar should be as durable as possible, maintaining a good
performance. Therefore, the success of the application of a repair mortar is heavily influenced by the support where it is applied.
The use of inorganic binders – hydrated air lime, hydraulic lime, Portland cement or natural cement - even in low quantities for
stabilizing earth mortars for the repair of unstabilized rammed earth walls has not proven beneficial, since systematically led to a
worse performance in terms of hydric behaviour, absorbing much more water and faster, stronger cracking and detachment of the
mortar in comparison with unstabilized mortars based on the same earths of the rammed earth. Thus, for the repair of unstabilized
rammed earth walls it will be more sustainable, ethical and technically more efficient to use unstabilized earth mortars, preferably
based on earths like the one used on the rammed earth. It was concluded that the same earth repair mortar presents significantly
different performance when applied on different supports. Hence, it is recommended that, to assess the earth mortars´ suitability to
repair a rammed earth wall, it must be applied on a representative surface (test panel) to be preliminary assessed.
Fibre in earth mortars reduce shrinkage; however, extra care is needed because of biological growth, especially by promoting the
ventilation during drying and ensuring low levels of relative humidity. That is easily achieved on exterior surface repairs but need to
be provided on indoor repairs. For that reason, whenever the shrinkage control can be achieved by other means, the use of fibres on
earth repair mortar for rammed earth walls should be dispensed.
A controlled cracking of rammed earth repair mortars is acceptable if the layer does not constitute the wall finishing: when a
rendering and plastering system is applied over the repair mortar. Nevertheless, the complete shrinkage of the mortar layer must be
ensured before applying a new layer and mainly before the final rendering/plastering systems are applied.
Clayish earths are negatively affected by wetting-drying cycles: for this reason, these types of earths must not be used without
physical stabilization (namely with added sand) in cases where wetting and drying cycles are significantly effective and cannot be
controlled.
Concerning the environmental sustainability, earth-based mortars require ronly a small amount of energy when compared with
conventional mortars (cement and lime-based), which require high temperatures for their manufacturing process. Thus, earth repair
mortars are not only more technically efficient but also more environmentally friendly.
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